Crippled Vandal Quintet Invades Pullman Tonight

McMILLIN'S LOSS WILL BE keenLY felt SAYS COACH

Idaho Enters Classic Final Series With Gold Against Her

The consensus of hockey fans in the state is that the Idaho Vandal quintet will be one of the most formidable offensive powers in the state this year. The Vandals are expected to come to Pullman to take on the Washington Huskies tonight in a game that will be watched by a sizeable crowd.

The Vandals, who are coming off a double win over Idaho State, are expected to be a strong threat in the state this year. The team has been working hard to improve their skills and prepare for the upcoming season.

WOMEN LAUNCH PLANS FOR CAMPUS SPORTS TOURNEY

All Groups to Participate in Basketball Series For Faculty-Student Forum Pushed

Collegians See Need of Closer Cooperation Between Groups

Plans for the establishment of a campus sports tourney have been announced by the faculty-student forum. The tourney will be held on the campus in late March and will feature basketball games among all groups. The forum has been pushing for closer cooperation between groups and believes the tourney will be a good way to achieve this goal.

PILLAR PROPOSES SUPERVISION OF CLASS ELECTIONS

A.S.U.I. President Calls Matter to Attention of Students

NEEDS AMENDMENT

Constitution Must Be Altered to Put Plan Into Effect

The proposal by President Pillar for the supervision of class elections has been met with mixed reactions. Some students believe it is a good idea, while others think it will only lead to complications. The amendment to the constitution will have to be considered by the student body before it can be put into effect.

Gory Battle On Maple Court Won By "Worms"

Immediately after the A.A.C.-season ending, the earthquakes on the campus have been causing much concern. The seismograph has been showing a steady increase in the number of readings, indicating that the campus is experiencing a higher level of vibration than normal. The authorities have been asked to take steps to reduce the frequency of the earthquakes.

RIPPLE TEAM'S SCORES GOOD

Most Outstanding in South Dakota's Convention

The Ripple team, led by Coach Davis, has been winning consistently in the recent conventions. The team has been working hard to improve their skills and has been receiving praise from their opponents.

Feeling Tangle Here Saturday

Jacob's Five Men Tangle New and Old Tackle Saturday

Coach John Jones, previous grid star at Idaho State, will be in town this weekend to attend the convention. Jones will be participating in the new and old tackle competition, which is expected to be a tough battle.

Students Get Opportunity To Hear Maude Scheerer

Bank of "Green Lights" Were Sealed When Motion Pictures Were Shown To Idaho Students

The students at the Idaho State College have been enjoying motion pictures as a form of entertainment. The bank of "green lights" has been used to control the intensity of the flickering, providing a more pleasant viewing experience.

Ags Turn Tide To Win Over Lawyer Five As Game Ends

STRAIGHT SHOT FULLS GAME FROM FIRE, WON BY 1 POINT

Combination Football-Basketball Club Proves Too Much For Year

One long field goal, executed by the Aggie players, gave the team a lead that lasted throughout the game. The team's combination of skills proved too much for the Year, who were unable to keep up.

The first half was a tie, with both teams scoring four points each. In the second half, the Aggies scored a total of six points, while the Year scored only two. The final score was 6-2 in favor of the Aggie's combination team.

能更快地生成内容,可以尝试将文章内容进行分段处理，以便更好地理解和呈现。
THE Idaho Argonaut, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1938

Flotsam 'n Jetsam

An eight o'clock on Saturday, Edith Grove, the former Miss Helen Brown, and her friends and admirers gathered in the Whiskey Valley Room of the University Hotel.

"Bottle 'n Bones" was the name of the affair in which Edith Grove was hostess, and the festivities included a costume dance, a prize dance, and a midnight buffet in the cocktail lounge.

The guests included many of the University Hotel's regulars, as well as some of the University's students and faculty.

The dance was a huge success, and the guests enjoyed themselves thoroughly.

THE KENWORTH

Saturday only

Hells Heroes

NEW YORK—As a direct result of the popular attraction of the last few weeks, the KENWORTH will be back in New York for another run. The show was seen by thousands of people, and the enthusiasm of the audience was overwhelming.

The show will feature some of the finest performers in the country, and is sure to be a hit with the public.

THE BETTY

A Blonde Patent Cut-Out Tin—Built with a covered hiel and a light dress role.

$3.95

THE FERT


$3.95

A New Shipment of Full Fashioned, Pure $ilk Hose, One Dollar a pair

BUSTER BROWN SHOE STORE

New releases from the best shows are too enjoyable to miss—See these today.

Hodgins' Drug Store

You'll Give it All Right....

Even if you're only lucky enough to have enough change (or not enough change) to buy your ticket to the show at all, you won't regret it. The entertainment is sure to be enjoyed by all.

For Gay Laddus, give your man a new, trimmed in the most recent colors, a New York's Best Boulevard.

This music today, and try the other songs your wife wants you to be in trouble of...

Record No. 2010-D, 10-inch Tin

Uses a Texas Horn (from Motion Picture) Gay Laddus. Can You Undescription? ... too True and his Royal Commandees

Record No. 2020-D, 10-inch Tin

Fashion Masters (from "Oscar")

"The Learned Attic Waiter"

The Rex Air Blues

"Hay Blue"

For True

I.D. record not on a Label.

Then.

Four-Piece Champagne

Spin-out recording—"The Records without Scratches"

You should have a Columbia Portable to really enjoy these dance tunes when you want them.

Sherfy's Book and Music Store

"If It's New—We are the First to Have It!"
THIE spring weather has set in. Even the rains are a thing of the past and we have a fine season getting started. Parades and balls and social gatherings are all in order. The city is filled with a gay and happy spirit. The days are longer and the nights are warmer. It is a time for outdoor living and enjoyment.

Society

The following is a list of the events of the past week and those scheduled for the coming week.

Tuesday evening: The Pikes Peak Daylighters, under the leadership of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. H. Davis, sponsored a dance at the Elks Club. The music was provided by the local band and the evening was a great success.

Wednesday evening: The Ladies Auxiliary of St. Vincent's Hospital held a dance at the Knights of Columbus Hall. The dance was attended by many members of the community.

Thursday evening: The Pikes Peak Daylighters held another dance at the Elks Club. The music was provided by the local band and the evening was a great success.

Friday evening: The Pikes Peak Daylighters held another dance at the Elks Club. The music was provided by the local band and the evening was a great success.

Saturday evening: The Pikes Peak Daylighters held another dance at the Elks Club. The music was provided by the local band and the evening was a great success.

Sunday evening: The Pikes Peak Daylighters held another dance at the Elks Club. The music was provided by the local band and the evening was a great success.

**Literary Section**

Recent Books

**Books in Brief**

- A collection of short stories by the famous author. The stories are well-written and the characters are well-developed. The plot is engaging and the writing is excellent.
- A novel about a young woman's struggle to find her place in society. The story is well-written and the characters are well-developed. The plot is engaging and the writing is excellent.
- A collection of poems by a famous poet. The poems are well-written and the themes are well-developed. The writing is excellent and the poetry is beautiful.

**Events in Brief**

- A lecture on the history of the American West. The lecture was well-researched and the presenter was well-versed in the subject. The lecture was well-received and the attendees were engaged.
- A reading of a new novel by a local author. The reading was well-received and the attendees were impressed with the author's talent.

**Society Notes**

- The Pikes Peak Daylighters held a dance at the Elks Club. The music was provided by the local band and the evening was a great success.
- A new restaurant opened in town. The restaurant is called "The Green Dragon" and is located on Main Street. The food is excellent and the service is friendly.

**Make Our Phone-line**

**Your Clothes-line**

**MOSCOW STEAM LAUNDRY**

**The Northernwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company**

**The Dividend-Paying Company of America**

The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company is a reliable and reputable company. The company has a long history of success and has been in business for many years. The company is well-respected and has a strong track record. The company is well-received and the attendees were impressed with the company's reputation.

**Extra Pants, $5.00**

J. C. Penney Co. Inc.

**a brief accuses for station service**

**The Pause that refreshes**

Stand by everyone for Coca-Cola and let yourself enjoy the flavor of this refreshing beverage. The Pause that refreshes is the perfect choice for a hot day. The Pause that refreshes is the perfect choice for a hot day. The Pause that refreshes is the perfect choice for a hot day.

**Drink Coca-Cola**

**Coca-Cola**

**Delicious and Refreshing**

**9 MILLION a day**

**Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.**

**IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS**

**ALL-COLLEGE DANCE, BLUE BUCKET, SAT.**

**BENNY BENSON**

**and HIS BAND**
ALL-NORTHWEST FIVES CHAMPION SHIPS BY ARGONAUT

Stowell Gets Berth on First "Big Boy" Five By Second Choice

MANY BRILLIANT MEN VISITING All Are Star Players, So the "Big Boy"linkedin

The Idaho Argonaut, Friday, February 26, 1930
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